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Dear children:

Every day when you pray with the heart, the Father can make many miracles through your
supplications, inexplicable spiritual movements that reverberate positively upon the planetary
consciousness.

When prayer rises from heart and soul, God hears attentively the voice of all supplications and thus
many situations can be solved. In this way, I invite you every day, My children, to deepen in the life
and art of prayer that will lead you to find a path that you have lost before, the sublime and inner
path of the communion with the Creator.

At this time, in which evil is triggered with its fury in the mind of the humankind of the surface, I
invite you, dear children, to intensify your inner prayer so that all souls may be possible bearers of
the Grace and the Mercy of God.

Today, and through this simple but inner exercise of prayer, an inexplicable opportunity to the
world, especially to America, has opened, something that touched the Heart of My Son and for
which I have come to announce it. And even if you do not know directly what it is about, trust and
wait, because in a short time you will see it manifested.

This is the divine reason for which the Heavenly Mother is inviting you to continue praying with the
heart for other positive effects as this one to be able to reverberate in the human consciousness and
beyond it.

I leave you this reflection for you to meditate on the important moment of prayer for which you are
called to live today. May this not be erased from your consciousnesses. May your hearts live this
divine proposal to continue imploring for a humanity that is asleep.

I thank you for responding to My call.

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


